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Date: October 24, 2013
To: commission.secretary@bcuc.com

 
Subject: BC Hydro Smart Meter Opt-Out Program
 
Please add the following Letter of Comment to the above-named proceeding.
 
To the Members of the B.C. Utilities Commission:
 
For a long-time I am one of the customers of BC Hydro (no other choice 
being possible); I have always paid my bills in full and on time (sometimes 
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in advance) and genuinely tried to be a wise power consumer as per various 
hydro recommendations. 
Consequently, although I live in a rented apartment with my family (3 adults, 
University graduated and working full-time jobs), my average monthly 
hydro bill is around $35. 
 
My bedroom is separated by the Electrical room by a wall and I learned in 
2011 that BC Hydro wants to replace the analog meters with digital type, 
wireless and I have understood that I will sleep with 57 pulsing microwave 
radiation devices [to-be] placed 3 feet “far” from my bed.
 
The building is a rental one and every resident has the condition of a Tenant.
Due to my education, knowledge and experience in the Electrical and 
Wireless science and labour fields (I can prove), I have understood that this 
smart meters farm is  going to be –first- not a health harming factor only, but 
a real life threatening aggressor. 
I was amazed to find is no legal resources to ask for the replacement to be 
stopped by administrative means.
I opposed to the “implementation” of such program – could work for specific 
environments, far from the human body (to avoid continuous or permanent 
exposure, as a limited solution, environmentally monitored.
Otherwise, consequences are to be following, as known for decades in the 
Science and Medical “worlds” – in one way only: fast and huge damages in 
the living beings’ body (cells) and premature death. 
 
As Albert Einstein said: 

“I fear the day when the technology overlaps with our 
humanity.

 The world will only have a generation of idiots." 
and 

“Technological progress is like an axe in the hands of a 
pathological criminal.”

 
I refuse to believe we’re already living this scenario, and the Management of 
BC Hydro is able, can act with full responsibility: to stop applying any 
technology or technical innovation already proven as harmful and 
carcinogenic.
 



From this moment, any discussion on the options “analog” or “digital” is 
pointless, any decision on taxes in the relationship to “radio-off” or “radio-
on” is out of the reality: such wireless devices must be installed only in 
specific places with as little as possible human being proximity specifically 
in remote areas.
 
To keep in mind: any (setup charge of $100 is proposed!!!) setting – like 
“off” – can be remotely changed – say, turned “on” – from any access point 
of the wireless network, by authorized or un-authorized (hacker) person. The 
customer cannot verify the settings of active microwaves of 3 frequencies!
So is a nonsense to charge for applying setting “OFF” and be trusted will not 
remotely be switched “ON”.
 
I cannot accept [not “only”] 1 (one) smart meter to appear here… how can 
somebody “think” I will accept 57?? Because is a virtual plan put on paper 
without any respect to the real life? 
Up to 190,000 pulses per smart-meter per day, multiplied with 57 (placed 
near my bedroom) and divided to 3 (= 24 hrs/3 = 8 hrs for rest in my bed) = 
3.61 million pulses to microwave any cells of my body, my wife’s body 
and not counting for the neighbors (in 2 suites)  living right above the 
Electrical Room… and other.
 
This is the short list collected from medical studies [2012 BioInitiative 
Report (synthesis of 1,800 medical studies) link  http://www.bioinitiative.org/
table-of-contents/ ] (A new updated BioInitiative 2012 Report says that evidence for 
risks to health has substantially increased since 2007 from electromagnetic fields (EMF) and 
wireless technologies (radiofrequency radiation).  The report reviews over 1800 new 
scientific studies and includes 29 independent science and medical experts from around the 
world.): 

Summary of Key Scientific Evidence: 
•       Evidence for Damage to Sperm and Reproduction 
•       Evidence that Children are More Vulnerable 
•       Evidence for Fetal and Neonatal Effects 
•       Evidence for Effects on Autism (Autism Spectrum 
Disorders) 
•       Evidence for Electrohypersensitivity 
•       Evidence for Effects from Cell Tower-Level RFR Exposures 
•       Evidence for Effects on the Blood-brain Barrier 
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•       Evidence for Effects on Brain Tumors 
•       Evidence for Effects on Genes (Genotoxicity) 
•       Evidence for Effects on the Nervous System (Neurotoxicity) 
•       Evidence for Effects on Cancer (Childhood Leukemia, 
Adult Cancers) 
•       Melatonin, Breast Cancer and Alzheimer's Disease Stress, 
•       Stress Proteins and DNA as a Fractal Antenna 
•       Effects of Weak-Field Interactions on Non-Linear 
Biological Oscillators and Synchronized Neural Activity)

 
What else can stop BC Hydro to act against health, promoting this particular 
deadly technologies?
And why they BC Hydro management do not use the real science, the 
medical conclusions and proofs?
Business can’t be legal when directed straight against people’s life, no matter 
the masked aims, ideals and futuristic objectives – all derived from technical 
and business approach, only!
 
Anyway, for “not doing” (… say would be “accepted” the “no replacement, 
opt-out request”) I don’t pay – has no significance to raise price when 
doing less (no more human operator to meter read). Should be less!
Is this “protection (extortion) tax” paid to the rapist not to be physically, 
biologically violated (this is done by the microwave pulses)?
 
I cannot change the human body’s physiology, neither the type of the 
electrical processes in the body, nor the immune system ability to deal 
with cumulative, non-thermal microwave radiation… in order to be 
“good” for BC Hydro, tax/charges free. 
Maybe the robots can be programmed to use different frequencies, I am not.
 
Another aspect is the way BC Hydro is addressing to customers in the 
rental buildings case:
- I am one of the rent payers for one apartment, and there are 56 more 
apartments rented;
- the tenants cannot make changes to the suite, including the appliances, 
walls, windows… and can’t change a plastic cover of the power outlet 
without written permission from the landlord: 

HOW COME THE TENANTS ARE ASKED TO AGREE WITH 



NETWORK CHANGES WITH TOTAL DISRESPECT OF THE 
LANDLORD?

 
Is what BC Hydro has done:

1. in person from door to door to “steal” the agreement of smart meter 
installation from the tenants, 
2. by phone when new tenant asked to take the responsibility to pay for 
consumption, 
3. by mail, in 2 turns asking cowardly to reply in writing by using the 
enrollment form (they prepared) despite the fact everybody was already 
enrolled!?! – the changes in the agreement can be made only with both 
[equally balanced rights of]  parties acceptance!

 
- the landlord was asked to give access to replace/install smart meter despite 
the fact I have contacted several times by phone and mail BC Hydro 
representatives to leave old meters – all of them, both type of 
consumers’ (for suites and for the house) being installed near my bed. 
One conclusion – they don’t care about consequences and do not respect the 
customers! 
The Tenants can’t ask changes/replacement and BC Hydro is manipulating 
the communication in order to raise the psychological pressure in an obvious 
harassing procedure.
 
With all respect and confidence in your social and technical judging, please 
reject the requests of any taxes of BC Hydro and please protect BC residents 
from money-making fantasies not filtered through the life’s eyes!
If the actual Leadership is out-of-the reality, BC has probably better human 
resources to manage the power supply in a safe and respectful manner, I 
have no doubt.
 
To that end, I trust that the Commission will operate with the integrity, 
intelligence and independence granted to it.
 
Valeriu – Leontin Atanasiu




